
imPowr Release 1.2.51 
1. Review Notes 
- when you use the browser print, multiple pages will now be printed 
- the filters and buttons are now hidden from the printout 

2. Reports 
- when you use the browser print, multiple pages will now be printed, and graphics will shrink down to 
fit (some fine tuning is still needed) 
- the filters and buttons are now hidden from the printout 

3. Assessments 
- When creating a new assessment, you can now enter the actual assessment date and a comment 
- The assessment date and entry date are now both visible and filterable on the assessment list 
- if no assessment date is provided, it uses the current date 
- the trend now uses the assessment date (if one is provided) rather than the date of data entry 
(Note: Certain reports may have to be revisited) 

4. Surveys 
- New 'Copy' survey feature 
- Fixed bug on creating certain types of new surveys 
- Fixed bug that prevented you from moving a survey to a new category 
- Made form categories user configurable from the configuration page 

5. Success Stories 
- Now tracks created by and created date 
- Ability to filter for author and creation date on Success story screen 

6. Client Record 
- Made gender list user configurable from the configuration page; added "non-binary" 

7. My Dashboard 
- Made additional pages available for selection as 'favorites' (donation, community events, campaigns 
volunteers) 

8. New "Job Order" feature 
- Part of an emerging workforce development module. This section is used to track "orders" that come 
in from places like Walmart, etc. The job order indicates # of openings and various descriptions and 
attributes for jobs that may be a good fit to be filled my agency clients. 

9. Event Sponsorships 
- Sponsors can now be people and families as well as organizations 



- The sponsorship score has been merged with the donor score since both are a type of donation 
- Fixed bug related to display of 'paid' icon 

10. Miscellaneous 
- Cleaned up a few spots where general accounts still used the word 'business' 
- Cleaned up a few spots where general accounts still used the word 'patient' 
- Various cosmetic fixes to account programs, account profiles, organization profiles 
 


